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Book Descriptions:

Deh-P8950Bt Manual

Service manuals usually include printed circuit boards, block diagrams, exploded views, assembly
instructions and parts catalog. Its invaluable source of information for everyone looking to repair
their unit. You should look for Owners Manual. After placing order well send You download
instructions on Your email address. The lack of an instruction or false information given to customer
shall constitute grounds to apply for a complaint because of nonconformity of goods with the
contract. In accordance with the law, a customer can receive an instruction in nonpaper form; lately
graphic and electronic forms of the manuals, as well as instructional videos have been majorly used.
A necessary precondition for this is the unmistakable, legible character of an instruction. Therefore,
in an instruction of Pioneer DEHP8950BT one could find a process description. An instructions
purpose is to teach, to ease the startup and an items use or performance of certain activities.A good
user manual introduces us to a number of additional functionalities of the purchased item, and also
helps us to avoid the formation of most of the defects. An instruction contains a number of clues
concerning respective functionalities, safety rules, maintenance methods what means should be
used, eventual defects of Pioneer DEHP8950BT, and methods of problem resolution. Eventually,
when one still cant find the answer to his problems, he will be directed to the Pioneer service. Lately
animated manuals and instructional videos are quite popular among customers. These kinds of user
manuals are effective; they assure that a customer will familiarize himself with the whole material,
and wont skip complicated, technical information of Pioneer DEHP8950BT. After a successful
purchase of an item one should find a moment and get to know with every part of an instruction.
Currently the manuals are carefully prearranged and translated, so they could be fully understood
by its users.http://emeraldspareparts.com/public_html/userfiles/ibm-p780-manual.xml

deh-p8950bt manual.

The manuals will serve as an informational aid. Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only
use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For this no need registration. May be help you to
repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note!
To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also
some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this
page needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you
cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant
CARAUDIO forum topics Pioneer AVIC F700BT fejegyseg szoftver helyreallitasa Sziasztok! Javitanek
egy ilyen AVIC F700BT navigacios fejegyseget. Azzal hoztak hogy nem jon be kep, csak a gombok
vilagitanak. Mivel meresre minden jonak tunt, megprobaltam a gyartoi szoftverfrissitest. Az SD
kartyara rairtam az adatokat ahogy javasolta a termektamogatas, es frissitettem a WIN CE
rendszert. Ezutan mar bejott a kijelzo hatterfenye, de se bejelentkezo kep, se rado, se dvd lejatszo
nincs csak a menu gombra bejon a beallitas menu kepet csatolok rola ebben lehet lepkedni is es
ahogy kilepek a menubol ujra az uresseg fogad. A navi gomb megnyomasakor bejon a figyelmezteto
szoveg hogy vezessek ovatosan vagy valami hasonlo es az okra kattintva mar semmi sem tortenik csa
az ok gomb szine valtozik. Minden kezeloszerv jo, van totalcommander is lehet masolgatni a fajlokat.
Talaltam ra moddolt szoftvert, azzal a bekapcsolaskor lehet nyelvet valtani is es a navigacio nyelve is
valaszthato aztan itt is jon a szurkeseg.Elore is koszonom! Joco Pioneer autoradioba PAL012A ICt
keresek Sziasztok. Egy Pioneer DEH1600UB autoradioba keresek PAL012A vegfok ICt. A regi csont
zarlatos. A SINInel van, horror aron, az egesz keszulek nem er
annyit.http://cslcedu.com/userfiles/ibm-pc-300-manual.xml
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Ha valakinek volna bontasbol, vagy helyettesitot tudna sokkal olcsobban, megkoszonnem.
Udvozlettel Attila Pioneer MVH150UI amp error hibauzenet Sziasztok. A cimben emlitett fejegyseg
vegfok hibaval kerult hozzam. A vegfok lathato modon tonkrement. PA2032A. Helyettesitettem
TDA7560al. A radio bekapcsol szol szepen majd kb 1 perc utan elnemul es amp error hibauzenet
villog. Tapokat rendben talalom szkoppal is. Ha aramtalanitom kezdodik minden elorol. Mukodik
majd kb egy perc es.. Ha valaki talalkozott mar ilyennel es esetleg megoldast is tud azt
megkoszonnem. Talan a helyettesito ICt nem annyira kedveli Segitsegeteket elore is koszonom. Udv.
Megvalositottam, kozzeteszem. A kormanytav kapcsolasa A Pioneer radio taviranyitasa A
kormanytav ellenallasait egy 470 Ohmos ellenallason keresztul a tapra kotottem, a masik felet
foldre. Az igy kialakult feszultsegosztot a PIC analog bemenetere kotottem. Minden gombnak 3
funkcioja van, a sima gombnyomas, a dupla gombnyomas es a nyomvatartott gomb. Similar manuals
You can write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. CD Receiver DEHP8950BT
Please read through these operating instructions so you will know how to operate your model
properly. After you have finished reading the instructions, keep this manual in a safe place for future
reference.Do not allow this unit to come into contact with liquids. Electrical shock could result. Also,
this unit damage, smoke, and overheat could result from contact with liquids.! Keep this manual
handy as a reference for operating procedures and precautions.! Always keep the volume low
enough so that you can hear sounds from outside the vehicle.! Protect this unit from moisture.! If the
battery is disconnected or discharged, the preset memory will be erased and must be
reprogrammed.! If this unit does not operate properly, contact your dealer or nearest authorized
Pioneer Service Station. An independent license for such use is required.

For details, please visit About AAC AAC is short for Advanced Audio Coding and refers to an audio
compression technology standard used with MPEG 2 and MPEG 4. Several applications can be used
to encode AAC files, but file formats and extensions differ depending on the application which is
used to encode. This unit plays back AAC files encoded by itunes version and earlier.About Bluetooth
English The Windows Media logo printed on the box indicates that this unit can play back WMA
data. WMA is short for Windows Media Audio and refers to an audio compression technology that is
developed by Microsoft Corporation. WMA data can be encoded by using Windows Media Player
version 7 or later. Bluetooth is a shortrange wireless radio connectivity technology that is developed
as a cable replacement for mobile phones, handheld PCs and other devices. Bluetooth operates in
2.4 GHz frequency range and transmits voice and data at speeds up to 1 megabit per second.
Bluetooth was launched by a special interest group SIG that comprises of Ericsson Inc., Intel Corp.,
Nokia Corp., Toshiba and IBM in 1998, and it is currently developed by nearly companies worldwide.
En 5 The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc.Other trademarks and
trade names are those of their respective owners.Important! Handle gently when removing or
attaching the front panel.! Avoid subjecting the front panel to excessive shocks.! Keep the front
panel out of direct sunlight and high temperatures.! A few seconds after turning the ignition switch
to on or off, the front panel automatically moves. When this happens, your fingers may become
jammed in the panel, so keep your hands away from it. Removing the front panel 1 Press and hold
OPEN to open the front panel. Visit our website Visit us at the following site. We offer the latest
information about Pioneer Corporation on our website. 2 Slide and remove the front panel toward
you.

http://www.raumboerse-luzern.ch/mieten/how-make-student-manual

Take care not to grip it too tightly or to drop the front panel and protect it from contact with water
or other fluids to prevent permanent damage. Protecting your unit from theft The front panel can be
detached to deter theft.! If the front panel is not detached from the head unit within five seconds of
turning off the ignition, a warning tone will sound and the front panel will open.! You can turn off the
warning tone. See Switching the warning tone on page 44.! You can turn off the face auto open. See

http://www.raumboerse-luzern.ch/mieten/how-make-student-manual


Switching the face auto open on page Put the front panel into provided protective case for safe
keeping. Attaching the front panel 1 Make sure the inner cover is closed. 6 En Reverse mode If you
do not perform an operation within about 30 seconds, screen indications start to reverse, and then
continue reversing every 10 seconds. Pressing BAND when power to this unit is turned off while the
ignition switch is set to ACC or ON cancels the reverse mode. Press BAND again to start the reverse
mode. English Resetting the microprocessor The microprocessor must be reset under the following
conditions. Prior to using this unit for the first time after installation. If the unit fails to operate
properly. When strange or incorrect messages appear on the display % Press RESET with a pen tip
or other pointed instrument. RESET button Feature demo mode The feature demo automatically
starts when power to this unit is turned off while the ignition switch is set to ACC or ON. Pressing
DISPLAY during feature demo operation cancels the feature demo mode. Press DISPLAY again to
start the feature demo mode. Remember that if the feature demo continues operating when the car
engine is turned off, it may drain battery power. About the demo mode This unit features two
demonstration modes. One is the reverse mode, the other is the feature demo mode. If this is not
done, the vehicle battery may be drained. WARNING Keep the battery out of the reach of children.

http://cornerstonedurham.com/images/continental-motors-manuals.pdf

Should the battery be swallowed, immediately consult a doctor. CAUTION! Use only one CR25 3 V
lithium battery. En 7 Remove the battery if the remote control is not used for a month or longer.!
Danger of explosion if battery is incorrectly replaced. Using the remote control Point the remote
control in the direction of the front panel to operate.! The remote control may not function properly
in direct sunlight. Important! Do not store the remote control in high temperatures or direct
sunlight.! Do not let the remote control fall onto the floor, where it may become jammed under the
brake or accelerator pedal. 8 En Press to cycle through all the available sources. 2 MULTICONTROL
Move to perform manual seek tuning, fast forward, reverse and track search controls. Also used for
controlling functions. Turn to increase or decrease the volume. 3 EJECT button Press to eject a CD
from your builtin CD player. Press and hold to open or close the front panel. 4 RESET button Press
to reset the microprocessor. 5 CLOCK button Press to change to the clock display. 6 DISPLAY button
Press to select different displays. 7 EQ button Press to select various equalizer curves. 8 ATT button
Press to quickly lower the volume level, by about 90%. Press once more to return to the original
volume level. 9 LIST button Press to display the disc title list, track title list, folder list, file list or
preset channel list depending on the source.While operating a phone source, press to end a call,
reject an incoming call or cancel making a call.Remote control Operation is the same as when using
the buttons on the head unit.Also used for controlling functions. Functions are the same as
MULTICONTROL except for volume control. Press to display the disc title list, track title list, folder
list, file list or preset channel list depending on the source.While operating the phone source, press
to directly enter a phone number.

http://cornerwebstudio.com/images/continental-manual-geladeira.pdf

Buttons 1 to 6 can operate the preset tuning for the tuner or disc number search for the multicd
player.Turning the unit off % Press SOURCE and hold until the unit turns off. Selecting a source You
can select a source you want to listen to. To switch to the builtin CD player, load a disc in the unit
refer to page 13. % Press SOURCE to select a source. In the following cases, the sound source will
not change When there is no unit corresponding to the selected source connected to this unit. When
there is no disc or magazine in the player. When the AUX auxiliary input is set to off refer to page
44. When the BT Audio source is set to off refer to Activating the BT Audio source on page 46.! AUX1
is set to on by default. Turn off the AUX1 when not in use refer to Switching the auxiliary setting on
page 44. 10 En External unit refers to a Pioneer product such as one available in the future that,
although incompatible as a source, enables control of basic functions by this unit. Two external units
can be controlled by this unit. To retract the antenna, turn the source off. Tuner Basic Operations
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Important If you are using this unit in North, Central or South America, reset the AM tuning step see
Setting the AM tuning step on page 43. English Adjusting the volume % Use MULTICONTROL to
adjust the sound level. 1 Band indicator 2 Stereo 5 indicator Shows when the selected frequency is
being broadcast in stereo. 3 LOC indicator Shows when local seek tuning is on. 4 Preset number
indicator 5 Frequency indicator 1 Press SOURCE to select the tuner. 2 Press BAND to select a band.
Press BAND until the desired band is displayed, FM1, FM2, FM3 for FM or AM. 3 To perform
manual tuning, push MULTICONTROL left or right. 4 To perform seek tuning, push and hold
MULTICONTROL left or right for about one second and release. Seek tuning starts as soon as you
release MULTICONTROL. En 11 In this case, disconnect ipod from this unit and noise is
disappeared.

Storing and recalling broadcast frequencies You can easily store up to six broadcast frequencies for
later recall.! Up to 18 FM stations, six for each of the three FM bands, and six AM stations can be
stored in memory. 1 When you find a frequency that you want to store in memory press LIST. 2 Use
MULTICONTROL to store the selected frequency in memory. Turn to change the preset number;
press and hold to store. The preset number you have selected will flash and then remain lit. The
selected radio station frequency has been stored in memory. 3 Use MULTICONTROL to select the
desired station. Using the remote control % When you find a frequency that you want to store in
memory, press one of preset tuning buttons 1 to 6 and hold until the preset number stops flashing.
The number you have pressed will flash in the preset number indicator and then remain lit. The
selected radio station frequency has been stored in memory. Introduction of advanced operations 1
Press MULTICONTROL to display the main menu. FUNCTION, AUDIO and ENTERTAINMENT
appear on the display. 2 Use MULTICONTROL to select FUNCTION. Turn to change the menu
option; press to select. The function name appears on the display. 3 Turn MULTICONTROL to select
the function. Storing the strongest broadcast frequencies BSM best stations memory lets you
automatically store the six strongest broadcast frequencies under 1 to 6 on the remote control and
once stored there you can tune in to those frequencies with the touch of a button.! Storing broadcast
frequencies with BSM may replace broadcast frequencies you have saved using 1 to 6 on the remote
control. 12 En Disc loading slot appears. En 13 Notes! There is sometimes a delay between starting
up disc playback and the sound being issued. When being read, Format read is displayed.! If an
error message such as ERROR11 is displayed, refer to Understanding error messages on page 59.!

When playing CDEXTRA or MIXEDMODE CDs, compressed audio and CDDA can be switched by
pressing BAND.! If you have switched between compressed audio and CDDA, playback starts at the
first track on the disc.! When playing back VBR variable bit rate recorded files, elapsed play time
may not be displayed correctly.! When playing compressed audio, there is no sound on fast forward
or reverse.! When a CD TEXT disc is inserted, the disc and track titles automatically begin to scroll
in the display. When Ever Scroll is set to ON at the initial setting, the disc and track titles scroll
continuously. About Ever Scroll, refer to Switching the Ever Scroll on page 46.! Playback is carried
out in order of file number. Folders are skipped if they contain no files. If folder 01 ROOT contains
no files, playback commences with folder.! If you cannot insert a disc completely or if after you
insert a disc the disc does not play, check that the label side of the disc is up. Press EJECT to eject
the disc, and check the disc for damage before inserting it again.! When the disc loading or ejecting
function does not operate properly, you can eject the disc by pressing and holding EJECT while
opening the front panel. Selecting a track directly When using the remote control, you can select a
track directly by entering the desired track number.! When audio files are being played back, you
can select track in the current folder. 1 Press DIRECT. Track number input display appears. 14 En.
Also, the repeat range determines the range of random play and scan play. 1 Use MULTICONTROL
to select Play mode in the function menu. 2 Press MULTICONTROL to select the repeat range.! Disc
repeat Repeat all tracks. Track repeat Repeat just the current track. Playing tracks in random order
Random play plays tracks in a random order within the selected repeat range. Refer to Selecting a



repeat play range on this page. 1 Use MULTICONTROL to select Random mode in the function
menu.

2 Press MULTICONTROL to turn random play on. English En 15 Refer to Selecting a repeat play
range on the previous page. 1 Use MULTICONTROL to select Scan mode in the function menu. 2
Press MULTICONTROL to turn scan play on. Pausing disc playback 1 Use MULTICONTROL to select
Pause in the function menu. 2 Press MULTICONTROL to turn pause on. Using compression and BMX
Using the COMP compression and BMX functions let you adjust the sound playback quality of this
unit. 1 Use MULTICONTROL to select Compression in the function menu. 2 Press MULTICONTROL
to select your favorite setting. Using disc title functions You can input CD titles and display the title.
The next time you insert a CD for which you have entered a title, the title of that CD will be
displayed. Entering disc titles Use the disc title input feature to store up to 48 CD titles in the
unit.When you push MULTICONTROL right one more time, the entered title is stored in memory. 7
Press BAND to return to the playback display. Notes! Titles remain in memory, even after the disc
has been removed from the unit, and are recalled when the disc is reinserted.! After data for 48
discs has been stored in memory, data for a new disc will overwrite the oldest one.! If you connect a
multicd player, you can input disc titles for up to 100 discs.! When a multicd player that does not
support disc title functions is connected, you cannot enter disc titles in this unit. Displaying text
information on disc % Press DISPLAY to select the desired text information. Refer to Switching the
Ever Scroll on page 46. Selecting tracks from the track title list Track title list lets you see the list of
track titles on a CD TEXT disc and select one of them to play back. 1 Press LIST to switch to the
track title list mode. English En 17 Playing songs on ipod Basic Operations You can use this unit to
control an ipod by using a cable e.g., CDI200, which is sold separately.

Selecting tracks from the file name list File name list lets you see the list of file names or folder
names and select one of them to playback. 1 Press LIST to switch to the file name list mode. Names
of files and folders appear in the display. 2 Use MULTICONTROL to select the desired file name or
folder name. Playback will automatically start. Notes! Read the precautions with ipod on page En If
an error message such as ERROR11 is displayed, refer to Understanding error messages on page
59.! Connect directly the dock connector of this unit to the ipod so that this unit works properly.!
When the ignition switch is set to ACC or ON, the ipod s battery is charged while the ipod is
connected to this unit.! While the ipod is connected to this unit, the ipod itself cannot be turned on
or off.! The ipod connected to this unit is turned off about two minutes after the ignition switch is set
to OFF. Browsing for a song The operation of this unit to control an ipod is designed to be as close to
the operation of the ipod as possible for easy operation and song search.! If playlist has been
selected, first, this unit shows playlist of your ipod s name. This playlist plays all songs in your ipod.!
If the characters recorded on the ipod are not compatible with this unit, those characters will not be
displayed. 1 Press LIST to switch to the top menu of the list search. 2 Use MULTICONTROL to select
a category. Turn to change the category; press to select. Displaying text information on ipod % Press
DISPLAY to select the desired text information. Notes! You can scroll to the left the text information
by pressing and holding DISPLAY.! When Ever Scroll is set to ON at the initial setting, text
information scrolls continuously in the display. FUNCTION, AUDIO and ENTERTAINMENT appear
on the display. English En 19 Turn to change the menu option; press to select.

Repeating play For playback of the songs on the ipod, there are two repeat play ranges Repeat One
repeat one song and Repeat All repeat all songs in the list.! While Play mode is set to Repeat One,
you cannot select the other songs. 1 Use MULTICONTROL to select Play mode in the function menu.
2 Press MULTICONTROL to select the repeat range.! Repeat One Repeat just the current song.
Repeat All Repeat all songs in the selected list Playing songs in a random order shuffle For playback
of the songs on the ipod, there are two random play methods Shuffle Songs play back songs in a
random order and Shuffle Albums play back albums in a random order. 1 Use MULTICONTROL to



select Shuffle mode in the function menu. 2 Press MULTICONTROL to select your favorite setting.!
Shuffle Songs Play back songs in a random order within the selected list. Shuffle Albums Select an
album randomly, and then play back all the songs in it in order. Shuffle OFF Cancel the random play
Playing all songs in a random order shuffle all This method plays all songs on the ipod randomly. %
Press and hold MULTICONTROL to turn shuffle all on during the playback display. Shuffle All is
displayed briefly and all songs on the ipod will play randomly. Note You can also turn shuffle all on
in the menu that appears by using MULTICONTROL. Pausing a song 1 Use MULTICONTROL to
select Pause in the function menu. 2 Press MULTICONTROL to turn pause on. Changing audiobook
speed The audiobook playback speed can be changed. 1 Use MULTICONTROL to select Audiobooks
in the function menu. 20 En CD Receiver Receptor de CD DEHP7950UB Please read through these
operating instructions so you CD Receiver DEHP65BT Please read through these operating
instructions so you will know how to operate Downloaded from CaradioManual.

Please read through these operating instructions so you will know how to operate Operation Manual
Manual de instrucciones Manual de operacao Please read CD Receiver DEHP6950IB Please read
through these operating instructions so you will know how to operate Operation Manual Manual de
instrucciones Manual de operacao Please read through CD RDS Receiver Reproductor de CD con
receptor RDS DEHP65BT Please read through these CD Receiver DEHP5950IB Please read through
these operating instructions so you will know how to operate Please read through these Please read
through these operating instructions so you will know how to operate CD Receiver DEHP3950MP
Please read through these operating instructions so you will know how to operate Please read
through these operating instructions so you will Operation Manual Manual de instrucciones Manual
de operacao Please read through It s included in the Starter Antes de comenzar a usar el producto
es importante que leas esta guia. Operation Manual Manual de instrucciones Manual de operacao To
ensure proper Test yourself on just these flashcards at first. Then, Please read through these
operating instructions so you will know how to operate Please read through these operating
instructions so you will know how to operate Operating Instructions Manual de instrucciones. 2007
Sony Corporation English, Espanol BATERIA El dispositivo cuenta con Customizing the Flyer Here is
the PDF Form Template for use in advertising Steps to Understanding Your Child s Behavior HDS
Behavior Level 1B.

Because Simply place a mobile device such as an iphone on top of the Boost speaker CD Receiver
DEH2950MP Please read through these operating instructions so you will know how to operate
Please read through this manual before using Para una utilizacion optima de este aparato, le
recomendamos que lea este manual Descripcion del producto CD RDS Receiver Reproductor de CD
con receptor RDS DEHP6900IB Please read through these operating TrayLess SATA Backplane
Module Bienvenidos a la leccion dos. The first part of this lesson consists in this audio lesson, and
then we have some grammar for you Operation Manual Manual de instrucciones Manual de
operacao To ensure proper Telephone Plugin for Microsoft Outlook. Model No. KXTG9581
KXTG9582 Thank you for purchasing a Panasonic product. This document explains how to use the
Telephone Plugin for Microsoft Outlook. For information Centrepay es la manera sencilla de pagar
sus facturas y gastos. Centrepay es un servicio de pago de facturas voluntario y gratuito para
clientes de Centrelink. Utilice Please read through these operating KAISSA tiene dos modos de
funcionamiento principales Test yourself on just these flashcards To use this website, you must
agree to our Privacy Policy, including cookie policy. I follow all the instructions in booth manuals, It
asks you to put the head unit into a recieve mode, but this disconnects the bluetooth connection. I
then follow the phone. Every other feature of the system works just not the sync.You can follow the
question or vote as helpful, but you cannot reply to this thread.The Pioneer blutooth does not have
the proper bluetooth profile which the phone supports for synching. This is one one reason, why
even Nokia Bluetooh devices have a compatiblity list for Nokia phones.It is because even if the
device were able to be paired, its not a guarantee that all the features in music, answering calls etc



will work.If you find it helpfull, its not hard to click the STAR.

When I tried to switch ubit off it went to the time showing as 12.00 it had reset. Now when I switch
on it. Pioneer DEH X6600BS Manuals deh x6600bsinstallationinstructions.pdf. You may have the
wrong model number posted here. Click on the brand below to go to that brands list of manuals that
we have. For more information feel free to contact us. Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find
it, check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up there. Please also check your spam folder. It
contains circuit diagrams schemas etc. It also usually contains parts catalog. After placing order well
send You download instructions on Your email. See below for delivery information Well send You
download instructions on Your email. What is PDF How to get Adobe Reader The quality is perfect
and the service is excellent. Bravo. I will be present many more times. When i logged in to Manuals
pdf,i found it waiting for me. I am very happy with the manual as it is exactly what i wanted.
Thankyou Good job you are doing great. Thanks Portugal. What more can you ask, great price,
features, looks, sound.It plays my IPOD like a breeze with out any accessories. Awesome interface,
looks, remote. Sound is far superior to Pioneer DEHP4950MP 5.0 from 1 review Latest review
Although they are out of production now, if you can find a second hand model that works it is one of
the best investments I have ever made.Quality finish and has all the features. Havent tried out the
IPBus yet, thinking about getting an adapter for an IPod. Powerful Tuner, we live in the mountains
and it Pioneer DEHP5850MP Car CD Tuner 5.0 from 2 reviews Latest review I am now upgrading,
had this the start of 2007.Has high pass filter Pioneer DEHP8950BT 5.0 from 1 review Latest review
This is a good allround unit and with good speakers it produces excellent sound. The mp3 feature
works well, reading all cds without problem and extracting the album names and song titles Pioneer
DEHP1Y 60W Car CD Tuner 4.
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